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AND
DEMOCRATIC?
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The State of the
Board of Deputies
Joseph Finlay questions the
democratic credentials of
UK Jewry’s representative
body—and outlines a truly
democratic alternative.
Democracy is the only game in town. In the modern liberal
world, to be an opponent of democracy is to be a political
pariah. This is especially true among Jews who, being
quintessential moderns, are deeply committed to liberal
democratic principles. American Jews are known to display
one of the highest electoral turnouts of any ethnic group,
and Jewish supporters of Israel proudly repeat the mantra
‘Israel is the only democracy in the Middle East’.
In the internal politics of the Jewish diaspora, however,
democracy is the exception rather than the rule. Power
frequently remains in the hands of the great and the good:
a self-appointed collective of wealthy individuals leading
negotiations with the outside world. Perhaps this lack of
democracy is a hangover from the definition of Judaism
as purely a religion (a tactical move in the enlightenment
era designed to gain tolerance and civil rights)—a secular
continuation of rule by rabbinic fiat. Perhaps it can be
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‘Can we imagine a British election
in which the size of the electorate,
the list of candidates standing,
and the turnout remained
secret? It would be regarded as
an affront to democracy’
explained to me that, “While we do need to be more
thorough in collecting statistics, these figures wouldn’t
add anything—they don’t speak to the democratic
legitimacy of the organisation or to anything else.” This
seems extraordinarily complacent—can we imagine a
British election in which the size of the electorate, the
list of candidates standing, and the turnout remained
secret? It would be regarded as an affront to democracy.
If the Board is to continue to use the language of
democracy, it must, at a minimum, collect and release
these figures following the next set of elections in 2015.
The likelihood is that the vast majority of elections are
uncontested, and the number of people voting in them
constitutes no more than a few thousand in total—or, around
1% of the overall number of British Jews, of which the Board
claims to represent the totality. In response to this presumed
low turnout, the Board’s spokesman argues, “Every member
of every one of the BoD’s constituent members received a
calling notice for the meeting and notice of the election.
Some come; most don’t—but you can’t infer too much from
that.” A situation where the overwhelming majority choose
not to vote is a pretty sure signpost of a rotten system—the
opportunity to vote for an uncontested candidate that has
no defined manifesto is hardly an enticing one.
The Board seems to be in denial, saying, “It’s hardly
surprising that many people don’t bother to vote when
there is a sole candidate for the post. It doesn’t make the
election undemocratic.” Let’s imagine a small country. It
has elections under a first past the post system with 100
constituencies. In the majority of these, there is only one
candidate. Some people have two or three votes. The size
of the electorate and the turnout are never revealed. No
one would seriously consider this a democracy, yet this
is the system the Board of Deputies continues to defend.
Given all this, the most honest way forward would
be for the Board to cease to describe itself as democratic.
It could instead admit that it is a largely appointed
body and acknowledge that its claim to represent the
community is in fact based on regular consultations with
community stakeholders and donors. This is probably
how the government and much of the community already
view the Board.
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explained by Jewish minority status; in the modern world,
it is states that are seen to have the primary obligation to
be democratic, while religious and ethnic minorities are
viewed as private clubs and thus permitted to be feudal,
collectivist, and autocratic. Whatever the explanation, the
Jewish passion for democracy is rarely expressed in the
internal structures of the Jewish community.
Democracy was not a feature of the early history of the
Board of Deputies—the organisation that aspires to lead
British Jewry and represent it to the outside world. Formed
in the distinctly pre-democratic 1760s out of a desire for
the Sephardi and Ashkenazi communities to work together
when dealing with the British establishment, the Board
has long been the vehicle through which privileged Jews
sought to placate the British governing elite and to prove
that Jews in Britain could be respectable and assimilated.
Strongly hierarchical governance, such as that provided
by Moses Montefiore, Board President from 1838 to 1874,
was the means to that end. Nowadays, however, unelected
hierarchy is out of fashion, and the Board is keen to promote
itself as a democracy, describing itself on its website as
the “democratically elected voice of British Jewry.” This
designation allows the Jewish community to feel that
its democratic instincts are reflected in its governance
structure, and also grants legitimacy: when a delegation
goes to meet government ministers, they can claim a
democratic mandate. When the lobbying is done by an
organisation like the Jewish Leadership Council that does
not describe itself as democratic, and is instead comprised
of the heads of various organisations, the presence of the
President of the Board provides a helpful democratic fig leaf.
The Board’s claim to be democratic is, however,
distinctly tenuous. There are no British Jewish elections, no
direct way for all British Jews to directly elect the board’s 300
Deputies. To be involved in electing Deputies, one must be
a member of one or more of approximately 138 synagogues,
or be connected to one of 34 ‘communal organisations’ (such
as the UJIA or Reform Judaism) that are affiliated with the
Board, all of which elect one to five Deputies—anyone not
involved with these institutions does not have a vote, despite
the Board still claiming to speak on their behalf. Inevitably,
some individuals may be represented multiple times,
through being members of more than one organisation.
The biggest problem, however, is with the elections
held by affiliate organisations to select their deputies—it is
these that justify the Board’s claim to be a representative
democracy. Transparency is a fundamental requirement
of democracy—there needs to be openness as to who the
electorate is and how many of them turn out in order for
any election to be considered legitimate. Despite its own
constitution obliging it to receive the data (Appendix
A, Clause 3: “the election shall not be validated unless
the form incorporates… the total number of members
of the congregation… and the number who attended
the election meeting”), the Board does not release a
list of the membership size or the numbers voting in
each affiliate organisation, and claims to have no idea
what the numbers might be. The Board’s spokesman
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In addition, it would need to stop trying to speak for
all British Jews on matters that are deeply contested. While
it may be reasonable for the Board to negotiate with state
agencies on uncontroversial issues—such as welfare for
the Jewish elderly or the continued right of Jewish schools
to teach Hebrew as their primary modern language—
issues around Israel are highly contentious, and the Board
cannot speak for the entire Jewish community in this area.
British Jews hold the full range of view on Israel, from the
annexationist right to the BDS left, and it is impossible for
a single, undemocratic body to represent all of them.
The alternative is to take the opposite path; to turn the
Board of Deputies into a genuine one-member-one-vote
body. An electoral roll would be created, using synagogue
membership lists as a basis, with those who did not want
to be on the new register having to specifically opt out.
Anyone who self-defines as being part of the UK Jewish
community would be able to register, thus including the
large number of Jews who are not members of any Jewish
organisation and are at present entirely unrepresented.
Naturally, it would take time to build up a register—but it
would not take long to increase it far beyond the 10003,000 that are likely to currently vote in Board of Deputies
elections. Something in the neighbourhood of 20,000
would be a credible medium term target.
Once there is such a register, there would be regular
elections to elect slates of candidates, ideally using listbased proportional representation, so parties would
receive a number of seats equivalent to the percentage
of the vote they received. The leader of the largest slate,
or the one able to command a majority, would become the
president. The electoral process could easily be carried out
by an outside body, like Electoral Reform Services, who
already do this for a wide range of organisations.
Parties in this new Board might be based on
denominational lines, or around differing views on Israel,
or on other issues. Crucially, the new body would represent
the wide range of views held within the Jewish community,

‘This suggestion offers the
possibility of a genuine,
contested UK Jewish Politics
in which issues could be
brought into the open, and
all British Jews included,
whatever their views.’
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not merely those held by Jewish professionals and donors.
Turnout would likely be far higher than at present; these
would be genuine contested elections for parties with
defined manifestos, as opposed to the current coronations of
candidates in half-empty synagogue AGMs. It would also be
far easier to find candidates willing to stand for election—it
is surely more attractive to face election for a body with
genuine democratic legitimacy than one whose democracy
looks more like the British Parliament of the 18th century,
complete with rotten boroughs and patronage.
A system reformed on these lines might also attract
more participation from Haredi Jews. Under the current
system, Haredi community organisations refuse to
affiliate with the Board, largely due to the inclusion of
non-orthodox groups; but individual registration would
allow individual Haredim to join, whatever the views of
their community leaders.
This suggestion offers the possibility of a genuine,
contested UK Jewish Politics in which issues could be
brought into the open, and all British Jews included,
whatever their views. It would put an end to what JQ
editor Keith Kahn-Harris has described as a “denial of
politics”—in which those who effectively govern the
community are seen to be simply doing public service,
with no recognition of the power they hold and the specific
ideological baggage they carry. A reformed democratic
body could contain an ‘official opposition’—a powerful
representative of the views of those who do not constitute
the majority, but desire to be properly represented within
the community. A genuine democracy would also limit
the power of major donors to dictate policy—at present,
the Jewish community can be best defined as a plutocracy
in which a handful of very wealthy (and usually middleaged male) individuals make all the key decisions.
It is true that such a reform—in which a religious or
ethnic minority group creates a system of ‘one member
one vote’ democracy—would be a first in the UK (and
perhaps globally). But it is hard to imagine which group
could lead on this issue, if not British Jews. As one of the
UK’s oldest minority communities, we have defined the
terms for later immigrant and other religious collectives:
how to assimilate into Britishness while maintaining a
degree of autonomy. Recently constituted bodies such
as the Muslim Council of Britain, Hindu Council UK, and
Sikh Council UK, are clearly modelled on the Board of
Deputies. Jews are regularly held up (by leading politicians
at CST or Norwood dinners) as the integrated minority
par excellence—but so far, this has been achieved by
suppressing the diversity of the Jewish community in
favour of a tightly defined, narrow model of how to be a Jew
in the UK. Democratising ourselves would be the greatest
gift we could give to other communities: to demonstrate
that maintaining a separate cultural identity need not
require corrupt communitarianism and oligarchy.
Given the flagrantly unsatisfactory nature of the status
quo and the existent of a clear alternative, why, beyond
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this—it has its own schools, cultural institutions, welfare
infrastructure, media, and politics. The only step needed
for British Jews to fully embrace a definition of cultural
autonomy is to democratise its structures, so that the
power that is currently in the hands of the privileged few
is opened to all members of the community.
An approach such as this is unlikely to sway many
in the anti-intellectual corridors of British-Jewish power.
But when has democratic reform ever come from above?
Change will only come when enough British Jews demand
it—and it is likely to be Israel, that most divisive of issues,
that acts as the trigger. We can learn lessons from two past
attempts at change, the first being the establishment, in
2007, of Independent Jewish Voices. This criticised the
Board’s failure to represent the diversity of opinion on
Israel within the community. But rather than proposing a
democratic overhaul of the Board, it instead founded a new
group—a left wing organisation that mirrored the Board’s
status as a right wing one. IJV has not had the impact it
hoped to achieve, perhaps because of a lack of clarity over
what Jewish communal organisations would have to do in
order to answer the critique the group was making.
Secondly, after a long campaign, the ‘Pro Israel-Pro
Peace’ group Yachad was, in 2014, accepted as a member of
the Board of Deputies, signalling for many an acceptance
of the group as part of the British Jewish establishment.
Perhaps Yachad secretly hoped for rejection—so it could,
in turn, condemn the Board as being out of touch; but
the eventual acceptance allowed the Deputies to position
themselves as modern and inclusive, while the institution
remained as undemocratic as ever.
Criticisms of the Board’s structures have been made
beyond those groups with a left-wing stance on Israel. The
recent ‘Change The Board’ campaign limited itself to calling
for more women and young people to become deputies—
without commenting on the lack of democracy inherent
in the system. And Jewish chronicle columnist Geoffrey
Alderman, while a conservative voice on some matters,
has critiqued the increasing inclusion of non-membership
bodies such as Yachad and UJS—pointing to the dangers
of people being represented twice through different
organisations. But critics of the Board need to go further
and be more ambitious. They should demand that existing
structures are overhauled in order to become genuinely
representative—and they should lobby government
agencies not to consider the Board a representative of the
Jewish community until it holds contested elections to
ascertain what the views of that community actually are.
We as a community need to have a serious internal
conversation about how we see ourselves and how we
want to run our institutions. If we are not a community
willing to be ruled exclusively by rabbinic rulings, and
one that sees Britain as a permanent home, it is time we
built a system of communal governance that is fully in
tune with our values. — JQ
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inertia, do undemocratic structures persist? I would suggest
that antipathy to communal democratisation comes from
two intellectual sources present in the Jewish community—
if not specifically motivating the Board of Deputies
itself. Firstly, the post-enlightenment identification
of Judaism as a religion—necessitating hierarchical,
rabbinic decision-making, as opposed to democracy.
This is reflected in the fact that control of conversions,
weddings and burials remains in rabbinic hands, even in
non-orthodox denominations. A system that allows all
religious decisions to remain in the hands of a small rabbinic
hierarchy will find it inevitable that ‘civil’ decisions should
be equally controlled by a privileged minority. Though it is
predominantly non-Jews (and those Jews who are distanced
from the community) who continue to view Judaism purely
as a religion, the hierarchical organisational style persists—
not least because it is so convenient for those who already
hold political power within the community.
The other source of opposition to UK Jewish
democracy is the underlying Zionist ideology found
amongst a section of the community: surely the place
where Jews can express themselves democratically as
part of a modern governmental system is in the Jewish
state? There is thus an unspoken tendency to view the
diaspora as a waiting chamber, the purpose of which is to
care for and bury the elderly while educating the young
so they will be ready to move to Israel, where they can
finally live a full Jewish life. The key function of those
who remain, according to this viewpoint, is to a) offer
moral and financial support to Israel, and b) practice
endogamy, so that future generations will be recognised
as Jews for the purposes of aliyah and life in Israel. This
worldview (even when largely unarticulated) is unlikely
to place much importance on the governance structure
of a community that it views as essentially temporary.
A call for a rejuvenated British Jewish community
based on democratisation implicitly views the community
neither as a religious sect nor a group of proto-Israelis, but
rather as a quasi-national collective, with shared practices,
linguistic conventions, and common institutions. While
most contemporary political thought sees the state as
the only possible unit of government, theorists like Karl
Renner and Otto Bauer (writing in the aftermath of the
Austro-Hungarian empire) imagined systems of nonterritorial autonomy in which linguistic and cultural
minority groups might run their own affairs without ever
being in control of a nation state. While this may sound
like a communitarian dystopia, Bauer and Renner insisted
that their system of ‘diaspora nationalism’ would have to
be democratic: citizens would opt to register as a member
of an autonomous group and then vote to decide its leaders
and policies. While the UK is not about to implement
anything as radical as this (the Austro Marxists planned to
give autonomous communities a share of taxation income
and limited judicial powers), the Jewish community (not
least because of the wealth it holds) already functions like
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